Ghost Story Collection 2

A collection of ten pieces about the unreal edges of this world in legend and story; tales of love, death and beyond. If just one story prickles the hair on the back of your neck, or prickles your eyelids with the touch of tears, we will have succeeded . . . (Summary by Peter Yearsley)

H. P. Lovecraft, *The Beast in the Cave* read by BroBry 00:15:44
Gertrude Atherton, *The Bell in the Fog* read by John Taylor 01:00:18
E. Nesbit, *The Ebony Frame* read by Cori Samuel 00:31:49
John Kendrick Bangs, *The Ghost Club* read by John Taylor 00:42:07
Mark Twain, *A Ghost Story* read by Esther 00:13:33
John Kendrick Bangs, *A Midnight Visitor* read by John Taylor 00:31:31
John Kendrick Bangs, *A Psychical Prank* read by John Taylor 00:17:18
John Kendrick Bangs, *A Quicksilver Cassandra* read by John Taylor 00:11:38
H. G. Wells, *The Red Room* read by William Coon 00:22:44

Total running time: 4:29:01
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